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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name: Thassos White And Bardiglio Carrara Waterjet Marble Mosaic Tile

Short Description: Our company has established

long-term and stable cooperative relations with many

factories and our marble mosaic products have

complete varieties and reasonable prices. We hope

more and more clients will like our products.

Model No.: WPM128

Pattern: Waterjet

Color: White & Grey

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble

Product Detail:

Product Description

Waterjet marble mosaic can be regarded as a development and extension of mosaic

technology and is a new stone product derived from the combination of mosaic technology

and new processing technology. Like the early stone mosaic, it is mainly a combination of

stone particles, which can be regarded as an enlarged version of the stone mosaic. In the

later period, due to the application of water jet technology and the improvement of
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processing accuracy, stone mosaic brought the mosaic technology to the fullest product

series and formed the unique styles of natural marble mosaic.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Thassos White And Bardiglio Carrara Waterjet Marble Mosaic Tile

Model No.: WPM128

Pattern: Waterjet

Color: White & Grey

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Thassos White Marble, Carrara Grey Marble

Product Series

Model No.: WPM128

Color: Grey & White

Marble Name: Thassos White Marble, Bardiglio Carrara Marble

Model No.: WPM128B

Color: White & Light Grey

Marble Name: Oriental White Marble, Carrara White Marble

Product Application

Throughout the ages, the stone is an inseparable part of human beings’ great buildings, because

beauty comes from the art of nature. This Thassos White And Bardiglio Carrara Waterjet Marble Mosaic

Tile is another showcase of natural stone mosaics with beautiful flowers on them. As for the interior

design, it can be used as both walls and floors mosaic tiles in the stone tiles interior decorations.



When you decorate stone mosaic bathroom tiles, kitchen mosaics, and other areas, you can consider

this flower marble mosaic pattern as a new element to your house.

FAQ

Q: How to clean the marble mosaic shower floor?

A: Using warm water, mild cleaner, and soft tools to clean the floor.

Q: Marble tile or mosaic tile, which is better?

A: Marble tile is primarily used on floors, mosaic tile is especially used to cover walls, floors, and

backsplash decoration.

Q: Should I choose marble mosaic tile or porcelain mosaic tile?

A: Compared with porcelain mosaic tile, marble mosaic tile is easier to install. Although porcelain is

easier to maintain, it is easy to be broken. Marble mosaic tile is more expensive than porcelain mosaic

tile, but it will increase the resale value of your home.

Q: What is the best mortar for a marble mosaic?

A: Epoxy tile mortar.


